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may also occasionally have to act the detective. In all his work
however his duty is not to follow his religious conscience or
the ethics of a profession, so much as to apply the law as it
is given to him to the facts as he finds them.
It is one of Britain's greatest achievements that it has been
uncommonly successful in saving poor people from being at
the mercy of the dispensers of public aid. This principle of
legal right has of course been most fully applied in the admini-
stration of social insurance benefits. But it has been carried
over equally well into the working of the assistance board and
of old age pension committees. Even earlier, it was to be
found to some extent in the working of the New Poor Law,
insofar as local guardians were compelled by the national
authority to order their relieving officers to apply automatic
tests. This emancipation of recipients of social aid from
dependence on arbitrary discretion has in this country been
bound up with the establishment of nation-wide standards
administered for the most part by national authorities.
Such training is required for this work as will give the
fullest possible understanding of both the spirit and the letter
of the laws and regulations that have to be applied, and will
confirm in the officials concerned the habit of treating appli-
cants with all the courtesy that one civilized human being
owes to another.
The advantage of this arrangement becomes obvious on
comparison with the United States, where a large proportion
of recipients of public aid are still at the mercy of policies
made at the lower echelons of the administrative hierarchy.
The establishment and enforcement of national and state
standards is there still far from complete. In an effort to
lessen the extent to which public aid was there used as a
political weapon, an effort was formerly made to transfer
responsibility for social assistance from public bodies manned
by party spoilsmen to voluntary agencies staffed by social
workers. Since the emergence there in the 1930's of nationally
subsidized social assistance for selected categories, the social
worker has been largely though not universally employed for

